Protein domain hierarchy Gibbs sampling strategies.
Hierarchically-arranged multiple sequence alignment profiles are useful for modeling protein domains that have functionally diverged into evolutionarily-related subgroups. Currently such alignment hierarchies are largely constructed through manual curation, as for the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD). Recently, however, I developed a Gibbs sampler that uses an approach termed statistical evolutionary dynamics analysis to accomplish this task automatically while, at the same time, identifying sequence determinants of protein function. Here I describe the statistical model and sampling strategies underlying this sampler. When implemented and applied to simulated protein sequences (which conform to the underlying statistical model precisely), these sampling strategies efficiently converge on the hierarchy used to generate the sequences. However, for real protein sequences the sampler finds alternative, nearly-optimal hierarchies for many domains, indicating a significant degree of ambiguity. I illustrate how both the nature of such ambiguities and the most robust ("consensus") features of a hierarchy may be determined from an ensemble of independently generated hierarchies for the same domain. Such consensus hierarchies can provide reliably stable models of protein domain functional divergence.